
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Player Appearance Booking Terms and Conditions 

In booking in a player appearance from the Sydney Kings and/or Sydney Flames, I understand/agree 
that: 

1. Preference will be given to Sydney Kings/Flames charity partners, hospitality partners, 
sponsors, basketball associations within metropolitan Sydney, and primary/secondary 
schools within metropolitan Sydney. 

2. Requests must be sent in within a minimum of 6 weeks before the event commencement.   
3. There is no guarantee of getting a particular player to attend your event. 
4. Players are not available on a game day, and generally the day before or after a game. 
5. Player availability during the WNBL/NBL finals is very limited. 
6. Requests during the off-season cannot be guaranteed as not all players are situated in 

Sydney all year round 
7. Players can only attend for a maximum of 90 minutes at any single event. Our players 

practice in the Western Suburbs of Sydney – we allow for up to 45 minutes of travel time to 
commute to an appearance with most appearances occurring after basketball practice. If 
travel time to your event exceeds 45 minutes, contact trish.crews@hoopscapital.com.au 
prior to submitting your application. 

8. The Sydney Kings/Flames cannot accept responsibility for last minute cancellations due to 
injury, illness or change of training schedules. In a situation where an appearance has been 
cancelled, the Sydney Kings/Flames agree to discuss re-scheduling the event where possible. 

9. The Sydney Kings/Flames receive many applications from those who have fallen on hard 
times — while the Sydney Kings/Flames will try to assist, those individuals with a 
relationship to basketball or the Kings/Flames or are a current Member of the club will be 
given priority consideration when assessing the application.  

10. The use of the Sydney Kings/Flames logo for any type of promotion will need to be approved 
by the Cub. Failure to do this can give cause to have the request cancelled. 

11. No personal requests will be considered i.e. to attend birthday parties or similar personal 
gatherings. 

12. The decision for the approval of a player appearance request is entirely at the discretion of 
the Sydney Kings/Flames. Please note that the decision is final — no further correspondence 
will be entered. 
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